Iron transport-mediated drug delivery using mixed-ligand siderophore-beta-lactam conjugates.
Assimilation of iron is essential for microbial growth. Most microbes synthesize and excrete low molecular weight iron chelators called siderophores to sequester and deliver iron by active transport processes. Specific outer membrane proteins recognize, bind and initiate transport of species-selective ferric siderophore complexes. Organisms most often have specific receptors for multiple types of siderophores, presumably to ensure adequate acquisition of the iron that is essential for their growth. Conjugation of drugs to synthetic hydroxamate or catechol siderophore components can facilitate active iron-transport-mediated drug delivery. While resistance to the siderophore-drug conjugates frequently occurs by selection of mutants deficient in the corresponding siderophore-selective outer membrane receptor, the mutants are less able to survive under iron-deficient conditions and in vivo. We anticipated that synthesis of mixed ligand siderophore-drug conjugates would allow active drug delivery by multiple iron receptor recognition and transport processes, further reducing the likelihood that resistant mutants would be viable. Mixed ligand siderophore-drug conjugates were synthesized by combining hydroxamate and catechol components in a single compound that could chelate iron, and that also contained a covalent linkage to carbacephalosporins, as representative drugs. The new conjugates appear to be assimilated by multiple active iron-transport processes both in wild type microbes and in selected mutants that are deficient in some outer membrane iron-transport receptors. The concept of active iron-transport-mediated drug delivery can now be extended to drug conjugates that can enter the cell through multiple outer membrane receptors. Mutants that are resistant to such conjugates should be severely impaired in iron uptake, and therefore particularly prone to iron starvation.